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From Product to Process: 
Easier Said than Done
Allow me to comment on Jane Gilbert’s
provocative article, “Redefining Knowl-
edge for the Post-industrial Age” 
(Summer 2007). Ms Gilbert is on solid
ground in her position that schooling
needs to shift away from product and
towards process.

Easy to say but very hard to do. The
operating model of the public school, 
K-12, as she points out, has always
been one of dispensing information by
teacher/textbook methodology followed
by assessment of student recall skill
using various test formats. The result is
a predictable hierarchy of competence
among graduates.

Ms. Gilbert argues correctly, I think, that
this hierarchy of competence is unsuited
to the post-industrial age, which calls for
new competencies. So what are dedi-
cated teachers and their supervising
officials supposed to do? Quit passing
on the wisdom of the ages in all its dif-
ferent versions? Abandon the principle
of measurable success in understand-
ing a subject, whether it be writing a
grammatical sentence or Einstein’s law
of relativity? Scrap the time-honoured
economical arrangement of a well-
stocked classroom led by a trained
teacher to be replaced by the chaos of
individual initiatives floating around the
margins of the education enterprise?
Compromise or undermine the mental
discipline associated with the orderly
acquisition of academic skills within a
planned curriculum? Expose students to
the risks and pain of rejection for post-
secondary education or employment?

These are just a few of the Chicken Little
questions prompted by Jane Gilbert’s
analysis. But surely she’s right that high
tech societies like ours must move
beyond education focused on entry cre-
dentials to college/university or the job
market because the knowledge econo-
my is very different from the production
economy now in decline. What matters
most for success in the current state of
affairs is something Jane Gilbert calls
“performativity” which she says derives
from fired imaginations, inventiveness,
an awareness of inter-connections and
diversity. Not least, the re-doing of edu-
cation should help learners to become
active knowledge builders with a strong
sense of their own uniqueness.

In my recent study of public education
(see www.peterhhennessy.com), I have
posited three basics in education for the
post-industrial world. They can be stated
as a set of operational goals around
which parents, pre-school caregivers,
teachers, counsellors and coaches can
help children succeed in the knowledge
economy. The list could be much longer
but, for me, these three are sufficient:
• Personal autonomy.
• Personal security.
• Community Engagement.

Practice in making choices that are real
and substantial is an essential nutrient
of independence of mind. Every choice
made by a young citizen-in-the-making
should be able to be tested by the
question “Does this have any meaning
for me or is it merely what somebody
else wants?”

The most problematic of my three
basics is personal security. Alas, the
times are out of joint! Post 9/11 neu-
roses are turning schools into isolated
cocoons precisely when they should be
open to the swirling forces of change
outside their doors. The notion of mak-
ing school “ a safe haven for learning” –
the new mantra mouthed by politicians
and trustees – is, sad to say, directly
injurious to community interaction by
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students and teachers. In surmounting
this current atmosphere of perceived
threat beyond the schoolyard, education
reformers in pursuit of “performativity”
face a daunting challenge. Their goal of
enabling every student to become in
some measure an independent
researcher – Jane Gilbert’s education
heaven – will be hard to achieve, but
worth the effort.
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